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Hi Linda, try upgrading to FV Player 7. Make sure you are also using FV Player Pro 7. You can always use Settings -&gt; FV Player -&gt; Help -&gt; Rollback if you experience problems with that upgrade. This error sounds more like a network problem with Vimeo CDN itself. Can you get the video on to play? Thanks, Martin Hi Martin, I've had pro version 6.6.7. Installed. So I
updated to the last version. And then the problem with the player starts. I have daily backup of VPS, so I rollback few days before and try step-by-step testing and eliminated the problem. Your last update has the error. I'm sorry, but I can't upload screenshots form my Android mobile phone you to see this. Now I didn't know for the ability to rollback the update, so I did it and update
the FV Player to the last version, and my final working version is on the pictures. But this only works on new FireFox, on desktops and Android mobile phones. Chrome has a triangle in the middle, and you can't start/stop/pause video. Greetings Untitled-8 Untitled-6 Untitled-4 Untitled-2 Martin, sorry, I forgot to reply. Yes, I can watch videos, and I use Chrome as a browser. So do
you have a solution to my problem? Greeting Untitled-10 Martin, with the current configuration, I noticed that the videos do not play smoothly, frame jumps occur. For now, I enable I Force iframe Integration. Until you solve this problem. Greetings Hi Linda, I'm sorry to hear about your problems, but I'm not able to reproduce these on our websites. However, one of your screenshots
shows FV Player Pro 6.6.7 running alongside FV Player 7.2.1.727 which may cause some problems. When you run a combination like this, you also get this message in wp-admin, so it should be obvious that it causes problems: FV Player: Please upgrade to FV Player Pro version 7.1.14.727 or above! Make sure it doesn't appear. And there's an upgrade available for FV Player
Pro as well, so just do it and everything will be back to normal. I'm surprised that it worked in Firefox and not in Chrome. Check the browser console for any errors. First open the console according to instructions from _Diagnosis and then reload the page where you can see the error and see if anything pops up. Please send over a link to your website where we can see the
problem. Thanks, Martin Dear Martin, these are screenshots of a player announcements after yesterday updates of the last version of the plugin. Now I will update the plugin and leave for few hours just you to try to find out where is the error. Greeting AndroidMobileUpdateFVpro Hi Linda, I checked post in Firefox, Chrome and Safari and found Problems. I did not experience any
problems on Android (5.1.1) (5.1.1) iOS (11.2). However, since we have experienced some problems with certain Vimeo HLS streams on Android 5 we will switch it to using MPEG-DASH instead. If you still have playback problems on Android, switch FV Player Pro to beta: If that solves your problem, then it's clear that some HLS streams from Vimeo aren't suitable for Android,
and we'll also make it use MPEG-DASH in the release version. Thank you, Martin Dear Martin, thank you, this has solved my problem. greeting Hi Linda, thanks for your feedback, FV Player Pro 7.2.1.727 is out and it uses MPEG-DASH for Vimeo videos on Android as we have proven it is more reliable than HLS on these Android phones. Thank you, Martin Watch 176 Star 1.9k
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use our sites so that we can make them better, for example, by using our sites. Read more Chrome download failed network error is a common error that appears when the user tries to download something using Chrome. Chrome is among the popular browsers and is constantly updated with new features. It is not completely flawless, Chrome download failed network error is one
of the common problems that Chrome users. The cause of this error is your antivirus. You must either replace it or disable HTTP or Port control on antivirus to allow proper transfer. Let's discuss some effective fixes for the error:Try downloading in another browser. Try downloading in other browser, if you can download easily, then it is clear that the problem is with Chrome only.
To resolve this issue, see the corrections below. Check the security settings. To check security settings by using the steps below:1. Open your antivirus.2. Go to the settings.3. Look for Advanced Setup Additional or Components. The settings depend on your antivirus program.4. You will find the option HTTPS scanning or Encrypted connection scan. Clear this option.5. Try
downloading the file again now. Change the default location for downloads.· Open Google Chrome.· Click three three in the upper right corner of the browser.· Click Customize and manage Google Chrome..· A drop-down menu appears.· Go to settings.· Click the Advanced button. Go to the Download section. · Click Shift.· Select a different folder for Chrome downloads. Perform
a cleanup1. Open Chrome.2. Go to Settings. Scroll down and click Advanced.3. Click Clean on Computer. 4. Click Find.5. Wait for the process to complete.6. Now trying to download if it works or not. Install latest network drivers· Uninstall the current driver on your PC.· Type Device Manager in the search box. It will open device manger utility. Or, press the windows key +R at the
same time to open the Run dialog box. · Type devmgmt.msc in the box.· Click OK.· Show the Network Adapter section. All network adapters now appear where your PC is running.· Right-click the network adapter you want to remove. Select Uninstall Device.· The device will be uninstalled and removed from the list.· Click OK.· Remove the card and go to the manufacturer's page.
Select the newest one and save it. Run it from the Download folder. Follow the on-screen instructions to install the driver. Some general fixesThere are some simple and easy tips that can be used to solve the problem of Chrome download failed network errors. Try these fixes:· Use incognito mode in Google Chrome and try downloading. · Reset Chrome settings.· Remove
Chrome extensions and try downloading.· Search for the latest network drivers and install if you find any.· Check for Chrome updates. Update Chrome to the latest version.· Remove Google Chrome and look for an updated version of Google Chrome. Download it and install to resolve the issue. If you're still facing the problem, take help from customer support. They will give you
proper guidance. Read more related article here: info tech boy I have problems with native download button in Google Chrome HTML5 Video. If &lt;video&gt; has &lt;source&gt; with the src URL that redirects to a URL with a different domain, Google Chrome will not download the video with the image of the Failed Network error image. Redirect url is a public URL that is available to
everyone, so no authentication or security issues. Apache config: # site1 &lt;VirtualHost *:8889=&gt;ServerName local.site1.com DocumentRoot /var/www/site1 &lt;Directory&gt;&lt;/Directory&gt; Options FollowSymLinks AllowOverride All RedirectMatch ^/video.mp4 #&lt;/VirtualHost&gt; site2 &lt;VirtualHost *:8889=&gt;ServerName local.site2.com DocumentRoot /var/www/site2
&lt;Directory&gt;&lt;/Directory&gt; Options FollowSymLinks AllowOverride All&lt;/VirtualHost&gt; Site1 index.html: &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;video width=300px height=300px preload=none controls=&gt; &lt;source src=/video.mp4&gt; Apache log, when I click on Download: &lt;/source&gt;&lt;/video&gt; &lt;/source&gt;&lt;/video&gt; 127.0.0.1 - -
[22/Sep/2020:10:06:31 +0600] GET /video.mp4 HTTP/1.1 302 566 - Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/83.0.4103.116 Safari/537.36 Note: Removing preload = no one can fix the problem, but I need it to be set in my case. PS. If I click the Play button first, send Chrome GET request, receive the redirect URL, and play the video, and
then I can download the video. PS2. I checked without redirection with different domain URL in src attribute and I was able to download video without errors. Is this a Google Chrome error? Is it possible to do? In most cases, this error is caused by malware, so you should try using a dedicated tool to scan your device. If this does not resolve the issue, change the antivirus settings
or change the restrictions in Windows Attachments. Today we will focus on how we can get rid of this problem once and for all. How do I fix network errors that block file download on Chrome? Try downloading in Opera Check your security settings Other general fixes 1. Try download in Opera This error often appears when you try to download a specific file from a specific site, but
it can also spread across multiple file downloads. The first thing you need to do is check the download in another browser. This allows you to determine whether the problem is with the file or if it is specific to Chrome. If the download works smoothly in other browsers, the error is specific to Chrome. You must either continue troubleshooting Chrome or switch to the error-free
browser forever. We recommend trying to download the files in Opera, an easy, fast and highly customizable browser. You can download Opera using the button below (it only takes a few minutes). In fact, you can switch from Chrome to Opera the same way easily. To complete the transition aspect, you will find a synchronization option in opera's settings range. This allows you to
import bookmarks, pages, and other data from your default browser. The transfer time is extremely fast. Further, you can continue to customize the browser to your needs, by adding icons, sidebars, workspaces and other extensions. Opera Try Opera to convince yourself of its fast processes that allow you to download any file within seconds. 2. Check your security settings Open
antivirus software. Go to Setting. Find advanced setup, additional, or components. (Depending on your antivirus program) You will see HTTPS scanning or encrypted connection scanning. Uncheck. Now try downloading the file. If this does not resolve the issue, perform a cleanup to remove malicious software: software:
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